
On This Day: February 3, 1989
–  Main  Event  II:  The  Mega
Powers Start To Explode
The  Main Event II
Date: February 3, 1989
Location: Bradley Center, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Commentators: Vince McMahon, Jesse Ventura

First and foremost, this was on my first birthday, meaning the
day I was born, a year prior to this, as in the day of my
birth, isn’t my birthday. I’ve never understood that. Anyway,
this is more or less the big moment for the Mega Powers
Exploding as we have the Mega Powers vs. the Twin Towers and
one other televised match.

This is live by the way. It’s one of those cards where you
have the full card and then two matches or so on TV. Let’s get
to it.

We open with a graphic about the tag match complete with a
fake newspaper talking about how big and awesome this match
is. That’s so corny that it’s awesome. A recap video follows
it as basically the Twin Towers are always going after Hogan,
Savage and Liz. This is complete with the newspaper thing
every time. This is so over the top that it’s great.

I miss the SNME theme song and since this is a spin off it’s
the same song. Rock on.

The Twin Towers and Slick cut pure 80s heel promos which are
still awesome. I love this era so I’m probably overblowing it
but you get the idea. Dang Boss Man is huge. The thing they
keep pushing this as is three against two which two can’t win.

Twin Towers vs. Mega Powers
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This is an hour long show and the match is over twenty minutes
long so if you didn’t get the idea, this is the only reason to
watch this show. After the Towers get to the ring, we get a
video about Hogan and Savage. This isn’t your typical video
however. This is set to a WAY too upbeat song called You’re A
Friend Of Mine by Clarence Clemens Jackson Browne. Look it up
and picture a highlight package of Hogan and Savage. It looks
like the intro to a REALLY bad sitcom. I can’t make this stuff
up people.

Hogan and Savage say there is no issue with these three. The
underlying theme here is that Hogan allegedly loves Liz but
Hogan insists it’s just like a brother and sister. In short,
this became about Hogan which Savage didn’t like which has to
be at least half legitimate. Everyone talks a lot here and hey
now let’s have a match.

Boss Man starts and Savage and Hogan both want to start for
their team. Boss Man wants Hogan so Savage can’t get his way
again. Hogan looks especially orange tonight. The heels are
cleared out by Super Hogan alone and the fans are WAY into it.
The little things in this match like Savage wearing Hogan’s
colors with the words Mega Powers written on them but Hogan
wearing his usual gear is very well done.

Akeem comes in and here’s Savage to meet him. Oh wait never
mind Hogan needs to come back in. He even comes off the second
rope to work on the arm a bit. Boss Man hits a Piledriver and
Hogan does his fish out of water dance on the mat. I’m not
sure if it looks more like that or a steak being grilled. One
or the other. Jesse points out that Hogan is hogging the ring
time and he’s absolutely right at this point.

Slick  gets  involved  so  Savage  drills  him  in  the  face.
Spinebuster which is unnamed at this point gets two. Savage
finally comes in this has been ALL Mega Powers. Top rope cross
body puts Akeem down but Slick gets a shot in to take down the
Macho Man and momentum shifts. Savage is still world champion



here if I didn’t mention that and you’re not familiar with
this era.

And now we get to the meat of this show. Akeem throws Savage
to the floor and he wipes Elizabeth out, landing right on top
of her (lucky). She’s GONE and Hogan goes to try to help her
which ticks Savage off for some reason. “Oh no the woman I
love  is  getting  helped  after  I  was  incapacitated!  NOT  MY
PROBLEM!” Hogan carries Liz to the back in as dramatic a
fashion as possible. He leaves with her as they check her out.

We get the other fun part of this as Hogan’s acting is at its
peak here. Keep in mind we stay on Hogan and Liz for like 3
minutes with ZERO talk of what’s going on in the ring. Back
from a break we get a bumper of the match and now back to
General Wrestling Hospital. Hogan keeps saying thank God and
making weird noises. I don’t have the video up as I’m typing
here and the sounds are just disturbing. Leaving out the word
God it’s God Elizabeth God Elizabeth and random moaning and
groaning and breathing sounds.

FINALLY he realizes he’s left his partner for like ten minutes
against two monsters so he comes back for the save and the
glory. Oh but instead of like, I don’t know, GETTING IN THE
RING and beating the tar out of one of the guys and helping
Savage, he gets on the apron and grabs the tag rope. Savage
continues to do all of the work and beats up Boss Man but
won’t tag Hogan.

Savage slaps Hogan nice and hard and leaves him. Serves the
bald moron right too. Macho stands on the floor and then
leaves with his belt. For once Hogan has absolutely no one to
blame but himself here. More on that later though. Air Africa
(Akeem’s splash) hits Hogan, he Hulks Up, Boss Man apparently
asks Slick if he knows where he can find a good turkey on rye
as he pays NO attention to what’s going on and Hogan gets the
pin.



Rating: C. Total angle here with a match as the backdrop but
this was a big deal to put it mildly. This would be like Orton
turning on Cena when they had been best friends for like a
year. The match is just ok but that’s all it needed to be.
Hogan’s hammy acting aside, this was perfectly fine for what
it was.

Hogan  goes  to  the  back  where  Savage  is  losing  his  mind,
talking about how the champion is supposed to be #1 to Liz who
is laying on the table with apparently NO ONE checking on her
at all. We now get the greatest promo of Savage’s career as he
just goes off on Hogan, ranting and raving about how Hogan has
stolen the spotlight from him since day one and how if Hogan
wanted a title shot all Hogan had to do was ask and he would
have beaten him 1-2-3.

He talks about how Hogan is jealous and lusting after Liz
before DRILLING with the belt and beating the living heck out
of Hogan in probably the biggest heel turn in company history
at the time. I’d put it ahead of Andre as it was on a bigger
stage and Savage’s promo was better.

Beefcake comes in for the save and Savage just ends him with
like two shots, showing how worthless he was at the time.
Savage leaves Hogan laying. Totally AWESOME segment and one of
the best promos that I can ever remember anywhere with Savage
letting out a year of frustration and paranoia all on Hogan
with everything he said making perfect sense for once. Great
segment and well worth checking out.

Hercules vs. Ted DiBiase

In short, DiBiase bought Hercules and referred to him as a
slave, causing Hercules to rebel and turn face in the process.
Obviously no one cares at this point after their minds have
been blown to Mars at this point by what they just saw. The
announcers rightfully talk about almost nothing but the Mega
Powers which for once I’m fine with.



We cut to an interview with Hogan which isn’t going to happen.
Instead we’re told he’s in no condition to talk. No music for
DiBiase yet. Hercules jumps him before he can take the fake
suit off and beats up Virgil for fun. All Herc so far as
DiBiase’s movement in the ring is still impressive over twenty
years later. Ted finally sends Herc to the floor.

The crowd is staying in this one which is kind of surprising.
Herc keeps having those power kick outs which are always kind
of cool. Very basic match here but fairly well done. Then
again I like both guys out there so that might have something
to do with it. Powerslam by the power dude means it’s time
for…Hercules to charge and have no apparent move in mind.

Virgil wraps Herc’s chain around the buckle but DiBiase goes
into it for two. Hercules gets his backbreaker (torture rack)
but Virgil grabs the leg, allowing Ted to get a quick rollup
with the tights to end it. DiBiase gets beaten up a bit post
match but it’s nothing special at all.

Rating: C-. Just a match to fill in some time after the huge
angle earlier on. It’s not bad or anything but there was
nothing that would separate this from a house show match or
something like that. It’s ok enough though and more or less
blew off this mini feud which is a plus I guess.

Hogan literally grunts and grumbles about Savage. There are no
sentences or anything like that but just random words. He
sounds  like  the  Incredible  Hulk  or  George  Steele  before
running off and screaming RANDY in a funny moment.

Slam of the Night is about Jake Roberts who has nothing to do
with this show at all.

Vince and Jesse talk a bit.

More of Hogan who can now say Macho as well. He randomly beats
up Jim Neidhart, grabbing him by the beard and slamming him
into a wall. Dang man ticked off Hogan is awesome! He shoves



various other people including Bret Hart and Shawn Michaels.
He keeps looking as we go off the air. This was kind of
awesome actually in a weird way.

Overall Rating: B+. This was all about setting up Mania and
the huge heel turn and to say it worked was an understatement.
All  of  a  sudden  Savage  is  this  mega  heel  after  being
unbeatable for the past year and you have Hogan who never lost
the title clean to challenge him. Naturally this happened on
PPV and drew MILLIONS.

The wrestling here is just ok but this did exactly what it was
supposed to and more so it’s definitely a win. I doubt you can
find a complete show without looking for a long time but
DEFINITELY check out Savage’s promo and the match if you can
as it sets it up. Both are available on the Best of Saturday
Night’s Main Event DVD which I highly recommend as well. Good
show.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @Kbreviews


